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Preface by Bill Drayton CEO, Ashoka

In an everything-changing world, *everyone* must be a changemaker.

And the highest level of changemaking, entrepreneurship, becomes ever more critical. This is so both because it is the primary engine causing the rate of change to continue to accelerate exponentially and because that very escalation requires ever more entrepreneurial responses.

Thus entrepreneurship is increasingly the wellspring that defines society’s well-being and the future. It sets our objectives, and it determines how quickly and wisely we develop – on all dimensions, not just economic.

We also live in a world where the degree and extent of interconnection is increasing exponentially. This *fact* (consider, e.g., the web) feeds the rate of change and vice versa. Again, entrepreneurship is the driving force – and the bridge that helps each of these two intertwined exponential curves feed and multiply the other.

The wonderfully diverse scholars of *Entrepreneurship and Development in the 21st Century* look deeply at entrepreneurship and how it works in wonderfully diverse environments – from North Korea to the Navajo nation to Senegal to criminal markets not served by the law.

The authors explore what enables entrepreneurship to flourish – ranging from particular types of graduate education to rapidly evolving ways that enable entrepreneurs (and allies) to collaborate. They also weigh how varying environments affect the vitality and direction of entrepreneurship – ranging from the collectivism of West African culture to the nature and availability of financial mechanisms.

Each of these lenses allows the reader to enter and understand a world that is fascinating in its own right.

However, the cumulative impact of the book is far greater than that.

Here we see the new engine of history at work. And we see it everywhere.

How did society get to this radically different place? A little history provides the necessary background.

By 1700, business said to *everyone*, “If you have a better idea and implement it, we will make you rich and respected – and we’ll copy you.” Thus inviting *everyone* to entrepreneur changed the world. From after Augustus to 1700, there was no growth in average per capita income in the West. Once business made this structural leap, the rate of change and the level of interconnectedness began their subsequent centuries’ exponential acceleration. This revolution has now spread across the globe and was joined structurally by the citizen sector after 1980.
As this book illustrates, the new world this revolution has brought about is today’s reality. The world of earlier millennia where one learned a skill (banker or baker) and repeated it for life in many-walled workplaces is now quickly dying. Instead, everyone must master the complex abilities required to be a changemaker, and all groups must become fluid, open teams of teams. People and groups that aren’t making these big changes are being left behind.

Indeed, the world is increasingly divided by “the new inequality” – between the very many who are successfully in the new change game and those left behind. The new inequality gets worse every year as the gap between the two groups widens. The world can’t get enough of the former and has disappearing demand for the latter. Hence the universal worsening of income inequality. Hence also the rapidly spreading “Us versus Them” politics fired by the permanent anger of the excluded other half.

Here is the biggest challenge for entrepreneurship: How can we end “the new inequality”? How can we ensure that every human is a giver, is powerful, is a changemaker?

Bill Drayton
CEO, Ashoka: Everyone a Changemaker
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Dr. Musa Essayyad, JP Morgan Chase Bank Professor of Business, McNeese State University

“Dr. Sergi and Mr. Scanlon have edited a wonderful book about entrepreneurship in the 21st century. This book embraces and celebrates the positive impact of entrepreneurship toward economic growth and job creation. It is a must-read for people who are interested in the future of entrepreneurship!”

Adjunct Prof. Kevin Chen, New York University.
Introduction

Bruno S. Sergi and Cole C. Scanlon

The 21st century has changed the face of entrepreneurship and development. The volume of venture capital has almost tripled since 2006 and, in the area of international development, concepts like microfinance have emerged and spread.

Importantly, there are within-country and across-country differences in the nature of this growth, political and cultural influences, and variability in how entrepreneurship manifests, from the entrepreneur receiving a microloan in India to the social entrepreneur starting an environmentally-conscious clothing business. These innovations will have profound impacts on the economic wellbeing of countries and on geopolitical dynamics. After a sharp rise in the number of billionaires in China, from 16 in 2006 to 318 at the beginning of 2017, there is a challenge to the traditional U.S. dominance in technological entrepreneurship: in 2017 China practically matched the United States in terms of the volume of venture capital financing at start-ups, recorded four times more patents related to artificial intelligence, and filed three times more patents related to blockchain and cryptocurrency. All the while, an increasingly socially-conscious generation is emerging that sees an opportunity in the environmental and social challenges we face.

Entrepreneurship and Development in the 21st Century features a collection of peer-reviewed academic papers related to how these new trends, along with a variety of political, cultural and social influences, have affected entrepreneurship and economic development. Many of the chapters in this book were developed at the Lab for Entrepreneurship and Development (LEAD), a now-independent research lab that first started at the Institute of Quantitative Social Sciences (IQSS) at Harvard University, and were presented at LEAD’s 2018 Entrepreneurship and Development Conference. And this book is very much aligned with LEAD’s mission to generate and share knowledge about entrepreneurship and development across cultural and disciplinary boundaries. While the paper chapters are extremely varied, they are synthesized by the common thread of investigating entrepreneurship through the elements that facilitate it and its effects on the broader economy. Towards this end, we organize the book to transition from the macro to the micro level-of-analysis.
This work is the inaugural volume of a book series published by Emerald Publishing Group on behalf of LEAD that strives to set the agenda for advancing research on the role of entrepreneurs in the context of finance, economic development, innovation, and society at large. Importantly, we have the overarching and ambitious aim of using the book series as a medium to synthesize research by academics and students who collaborate across disciplines to advance our understanding of modern entrepreneurship. We are excited to share this work with you.

Bruno S. Sergi & Cole C. Scanlon

Editors